GS/AIGETOA/2021/10

dated 20.01.2021

To,
The Director (HR),
BSNL Board, BSNL CO,
New Delhi
Sub: Life threatening condition of the executives working in CTD Kolkata due to JCL issue-Reg.
Ref: Physical assault on the Divisional Engineer of Barrackpore (BKP), CTD Kolkata on 19.01.2021
Respected Sir,
This is brought to your kind notice with serious resentment and deep grief that one of our colleagues has been
physically assaulted severely and beaten in the Barrack pore (BKP) Division of CTD Kolkata during the course of
his duty in the presence of the police administration. The said officer is the divisional engineer of the area and
he has gone with primary cable maintenance works. But those miscreants, who happen to be erstwhile JCL
laborers, have gathered and physically assaulted the officer ruthlessly in presence of the police personnel’s.
This has become a routine affairs in the CTD Kolkata, where many officers have faced abuses and assaults in
past also by these JCLs and every incidents were reported to the circle management. But it’s very unfortunate
to note that the situation is worsening with each passing day and lastly resulted in severe assault on our officer
in field unit. Our CTD Kolkata chapter has brought to our notice that one side the circle management has
completely failed to ensure protection of their officers in the situation and other side pressing them to go on
sites without adequate security in such volatile situation to meet the service parameters and target of various
activities, which are resulting in such unfortunate incidents.
We strongly condemn the brutal attack on our executive and demand immediate intervention and direction
to the CGM CTD to take up the issue with the highest administrative authority of the state government to
impart justice to the victim officer and instill confidence in the employees. If local authorities are not able to
control the situation, then I request your benign authority to intervene and ensure protection through
Central Para military forces as BSNL is a Central PSU. In the absence of suitable confidence building measures
and security arrangements, I shall be constrained to give a call to all the cluster heads to work from home till
suitable arrangements are made. It will not be possible to discharge duty in the field units in these life
threatening circumstances. At the same time I strongly feel that issue of payment to JCL is a burning issue
along with EPF penalty and interest issue, which needs to be settled by the organisation once for all. These
workers are not being paid wages for last many months and due which there is a huge unrest amongst them.
With warm regards,

Copy to:
1. The CMD BSNL, New Delhi for kind information Please.
2. The CGM CTD Kolkata for kind information and necessary action please.
3. The Sr GM (SR), BSNL CO New Delhi for kind information and necessary action pl.
4. The GM (Rstg) BSNL CO New Delhi for kind information and necessary action pl.
5. The Circle Secretary AIGETOA CTD Kolkata to follow up the issue with CGM CTD.

--Sd/-[MD.WASI AHMAD]
General Secretary
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